RGD-modified polymer and liposome nanovehicles: Recent research progress for drug delivery in cancer therapeutics.
Over the past few decades, as the demand for cancer treatment has increased, more rational treatment options (considering size, mode of administration, biocompatibility, efficacy, etc.) and plenty of specifically active targeted nanovehicles have been developed. Integrin receptors targeting are one of the most frequently used approaches because of its highly expressed in cancer cells. In particular, the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) peptide and its derivatives have been widely used as ligands for integrin to increase direct targeting capabilies. Polymers as well as liposomes are commonly used as nanovehicles for drug delivery. A variety of work is focused on the RGD-modified polymer and liposome nanovehicles for cancer therapeutics. The goal of this article is to review the published literature in recent years concerning the RGD-modified liposome and polymer nanovehicles to highlight its successful designs for improving cancer therapy and discuss the current challenges as well as the possible development prospects.